Supplementary
: Analysis of polyQ expression in WT yeast. Western blotting against YFP using an anti-GFP antibody exhibits distinct protein bands of the correct molecular weight for all three constructs as well as degradation products of Q 56 -YFP. For pQ0 and pQ30, lysates were diluted 15-fold in comparison to pQ56 to enable simultaneous detection on a single blot. Figure S3 : Reproducibility of size analysis. To evaluate the reproducibility of the bee-swarm plots presented in Fig. 1 b, two additional biological replicates were subjected to the same assay to estimate cellular size. Both plots are derived from a mixture of small colonies, obtained from two separate inoculates on different days. Evaluated cells were (a) n=300, n=325 and n=499 and (b) n=279, n=316 and n=201 for pQ0, pQ30 and pQ56 transformants, respectively. 

Supplementary Figure S9:
The pica phenotype caused by pQ56is independent of the prion state. Transformation assays comparing the reaction of the pQ30/pQ56 and HttQ25/HttQ103 systems in respect to endogeneous prion phenotypes. The WT MATa strain BY4741 exhibits a growth inhibiton phenotype for both systems. Curing the strain from prions by sequential passage on GdnHCl (prion-cured) abolishes the HttQ103 phenotype, while it is maintained for pQ56. Similarly, the transformation of bulk stock of an RNQ1 deletion exhibits no phenotype for HttQ103 and a slight rescue effect for pQ56. This slight rescue is due to heterogeneity within the knockout strain, as clonally selected deletions for RNQ1 abolish both phenotypes in 15% of transformed clones. In 85% however, pica through pQ56 is maintained, while it is lost for HttQ103. The scale bar applies to all photographs and represents 10 mm. All rnq1∆ clones (n= 15) were sequenced to verify their genetic identity.
Supplementary Figure S10:
The deletion of HSP104 and PHO5 alters aggregate morphology. Confocal microscopy of WT cells transformed with pQ30 reveals compact focal aggregation as well as fibrous protein deposits. This is in marked contrast to strongly fluorescent WT cells transformed with pQ56 which exhibit mainly compact aggregation. The deletion of HSP104 as well as PHO5 leads to a change in this aggregation pattern, rendering pQ56 transformants morphologically more similar to WT cells transformed with the pQ30 construct. All micrographs in the panel are maximum projections of image stacks recorded simultaneously in epifluorescence and DIC modes. The scale bar represents 5 µm for all micrographs.
Supplementary Figure S11: Hsp104 levels are unaltered for most group I strains. Western blotting against Hsp104 reveals that expression of Hsp104 is reduced in some of the knockout strains. While the level of Hsp104 is unchanged for most group I strains, the protein is properly absent in hsp104∆. While hda3∆ and rad6∆ exhibit only slightly compromised Hsp104 levels, the protein is barely detectable in sin3∆. The lysates of pQ0 and pQ30 transformed cells were diluted 15-fold to be in the dynamic range of immunogenic detection for the polyQ proteins in comparison to pQ56 transgenic cells. Supplementary Figure S12 : Sequences coding for pQ0, pQ30, and pQ56. The coding sequences for the plasmids used in our study were synthesized as above and cloned into p425GPD via BamHI and SalI restriction sites added directly upstream and downstream of the depicted sequences, respectively. 
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